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GL.S.480, Greer Lankton looking into a mirror with a frame adorned with a cherub and crystals, 1985
GL.S.481, Interior window display shot - Drag Queen or Aunt Ruth with Ellen, 1985
GL.S.489, Detail of window display, Drag Queen or Aunt Ruth with purple hair and gold garments holding Ellen with red hair,
red dress and gold jewelry, 1985
GL.S.491, Detail of Einsteins window display , 1985
GL.S.495, Drag Queen or Aunt Ruth with Ellen in Einsteins window display, 1985
GL.S.2168, Coco stands in the window display at Einsteins , circa 1985
GL.S.2169, Christmas tree inside Lankton and Monroe's apartment, bride on top, circa 1985
GL.S.2170, Photo taken out window of Lankton's apartment several stories up, cars line snowy streets and tree lined plaza at
night, skyine somewhat visible in the background, circa 1985
GL.S.2171, Photo taken out window of Lankton's apartment several stories up, cars line snowy streets and tree lined plaza at
night, skyine somewhat visible in the background, circa 1985
GL.S.2172, Coco in the window of Einsteins , circa 1985
GL.S.2173, Coco in the window of Einsteins, circa 1985
GL.S.2174, Coco in the window of Einsteins, circa 1985
GL.S.2175, Coco in the window of Einsteins , circa 1985
GL.S.2176, Coco in the window of Einsteins , circa 1985
GL.S.2177, Coco in the window of Einsteins, circa 1985
GL.S.2178, Doll of Lankton's in a christmas display in the window of Einsteins; wearing white gown and posed next to christmas
tree, circa 1985
GL.S.2179, Coco in the window of Einsteins, circa 1985
GL.S.2180, Coco in window display at Einsteins, circa 1985
GL.S.2181, Extremely blurry image of Coco in Einsteins Christmas display, circa 1985
GL.S.2182, Coco in the window of Einsteins, circa 1985
GL.S.2183, Coco in the window of Einsteins, circa 1985
GL.S.3386, Display with trinkets, circa 1986
GL.S.3387, Display with trinkets, circa 1990
GL.S.3388, Male mannequin wearing Teri Toye t-shirt, circa 1990
GL.S.3389, Male mannequin wearing Teri Toye t-shirt, circa 1990
GL.S.3390, Interior shot of Einsteins with male mannequin wearing cowboy hat, Teri Toye t-shirt, and ripped jeans., circa 1990
GL.S.3391, Life-sized doll wearing black gloves, black hat, black wrap, and gold jewelry, circa 1990
GL.S.3392, Life-sized doll wearing black gloves, black hat, black wrap, and gold jewelry, circa 1990
GL.S.3393, Life-sized doll wearing black gloves, black hat, black wrap, and gold jewelry, circa 1990
GL.S.3394, Life-sized doll wearing black gloves, black hat, black wrap, and gold jewelry, circa 1990
GL.S.3395, Life-sized doll wearing black gloves, black hat, black wrap, and gold jewelry, circa 1990
GL.S.3396, Life-sized doll wearing black gloves, black hat, black wrap, and gold jewelry, circa 1990
GL.S.3397, Life-sized doll wearing black gloves, black hat, black wrap, and gold jewelry, circa 1990
GL.S.3398, Life-sized doll wearing black gloves, black hat, black wrap, and gold jewelry, circa 1990
GL.S.3399, Life-sized doll wearing black gloves, black hat, black wrap, and gold jewelry, circa 1990
GL.S.3400, Life-sized doll wearing black gloves, black hat, black wrap, and gold jewelry, circa 1990
GL.S.3401, Life-sized doll wearing black gloves, black hat, black wrap, and gold jewelry, circa 1990
GL.S.3402, Life-sized doll wearing black gloves, black hat, black wrap, and gold jewelry, circa 1990
GL.S.3403, Teri Toye doll and Andy Warhol doll posed together, circa 1990
GL.S.3404, Teri Toye doll and Andy Warhol doll posed together, circa 1990
GL.S.3405, Teri Toye doll and Andy Warhol doll posed together, circa 1990
GL.S.3406, Male Angel wearing gold jewelry, posed for the camera, circa 1990
GL.S.3407, Male Angel wearing gold jewelry, posed for the camera, circa 1990
GL.S.3408, Male Angel wearing gold jewelry, posed for the camera, circa 1990
GL.S.3409, Male Angel wearing gold jewelry, posed for the camera, circa 1990
GL.S.3410, Male Angel wearing gold jewelry, posed for the camera, circa 1990
GL.S.3411, Paul Monroe picking up the mail, circa 1990
GL.S.3412, Paul Monroe picking up the mail, circa 1990
GL.S.3413, Paul Monroe picking up the mail, circa 1990
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GL.S.3414, Greer Lankton standing in hallway of apartment building, circa 1990
GL.S.3415, Paul Monroe standing in hallway of apartment building, circa 1986
GL.S.3416, Paul Monroe standing in hallway of apartment building, circa 1990
GL.S.3417, Paul Monroe walking outside in the snow, circa 1990
GL.S.3418, Greer Lankton walking outside in the snow, circa 1990
GL.S.3419, Greer Lankton walking outside in the snow, circa 1986
GL.S.3420, Photograph of gated window, circa 1986
GL.S.3421, Window display at Einsteins with Grandma Myrtle, circa 1986
GL.S.3422, Window display at Einsteins with Candy Darling, circa 1986
GL.S.3423, Paul Monroe unlocking the front door to Einsteins, circa 1986
GL.S.3424, Paul Monroe outside of Einsteins in the snow, circa 1986
GL.S.3425, Close-up photograph of Sissy, circa 1986
GL.S.3426, Photograph of Sissy standing in the kitchen, circa 1986
GL.S.3427, Paul Monroe and Stephanie Crawford sitting on the couch at Einsteins, circa 1990
GL.S.3428, Close-up photogrpah of Sissy, circa 1990
GL.S.3429, Candid photograph of Greer Lankton kissing Paul Monroe, circa 1990
GL.S.3430, Photograph of Unidentified Doll wearing black dress and red and black sandals, circa 1990
GL.S.3431, Greer Lankton sitting on the couch at Einsteins, circa 1990
GL.S.3432, Close-up photograph of Sissy, circa 1990
GL.S.3433, Close-up photograph of Paul Monroe, circa 1990
GL.S.3434, Candid photograph of Greer Lankton and Paul Monroe, circa 1990
GL.S.3435, Candid photograph of Greer Lankton and Paul Monroe, circa 1990
GL.S.3436, Candid photograph of Greer Lankton and Paul Monroe, circa 1990
GL.S.3437, Three sets of heart-shaped earrings, circa 1990
GL.S.3438, Three sets of heart-shaped earrings, circa 1990
GL.S.3439, Set of heart-shaped earrings, circa 1986
GL.S.3440, Set of heart-shaped earrings, circa 1986
GL.S.3441, Greer Lankton modeling heart-shaped earrings, circa 1986
GL.S.3442, Greer Lankton's dolls on the windowsill, circa 1986
GL.S.3443, Greer Lankton modeling heart-shaped earrings, circa 1986
GL.S.3444, Greer Lankton modeling heart-shaped earrings, circa 1986
GL.S.3445, Greer Lankton modeling heart-shaped earrings, circa 1986
GL.S.3447, Crucifix on the wall, circa 1986
GL.S.3448, Wearable bra with breasts and nipples, circa 1986
GL.S.3449, Pair of hands tied with barbedwire, circa 1986
GL.S.3450, Interior shot of room with framed pictures on the wall, circa 1986
GL.S.3451, Close-up photograph of Unidentified Doll, circa 1986
GL.S.3452, Close-up of unidentified doll, circa 1986
GL.S.3453, Close-up photograph of Blue Babe, circa 1986
GL.S.3454, Close-up photograph of Blue Babe, circa 1986
GL.S.3456, Greer Lankton's apartment with her dolls on display, circa 1986
GL.S.3457, Greer Lankton's apartment with her dolls on display, circa 1986
GL.S.3458, Greer Lankton's apartment with her dolls on display, circa 1986
GL.S.3459, Greer Lankton's apartment with her dolls on display, circa 1986
GL.S.3460, Greer Lankton's apartment with her dolls on display, circa 1986
GL.S.3461, Greer Lankton's apartment with her dolls on display, circa 1986
GL.S.3462, Greer Lankton's apartment with her dolls on display, circa 1986
GL.S.3463, Greer Lankton's apartment with her dolls on display, circa 1986
GL.S.3464, Greer Lankton's apartment with her dolls on display, circa 1986
GL.S.3466, Greer Lankton's apartment with her dolls on display, circa 1986
GL.S.3467, Greer Lankton's apartment with her dolls on display, circa 1986
GL.S.3468, Greer Lankton's apartment with her dolls on display, circa 1986
GL.S.3559, Sissy modeling clothing at Einsteins, circa 1989
GL.S.3560, Sissy modeling clothing at Einsteins, circa 1989
GL.S.3561, Sissy modeling clothing at Einsteins, circa 1989
GL.S.3562, Sissy modeling clothing at Einsteins, circa 1989
GL.S.3563, Sissy modeling clothing at Einsteins, circa 1989
GL.S.3564, Male mannequin modeling clothing at Einsteins, circa 1989
GL.S.3565, Male mannequin modeling clothing at Einsteins, circa 1989
GL.S.3566, Male mannequin modeling clothing at Einsteins, circa 1989
GL.S.3567, Sissy modeling clothing at Einsteins, circa 1989
GL.S.3568, Male mannequin modeling clothing at Einsteins, circa 1989
GL.S.3569, Male mannequin modeling clothing at Einsteins, circa 1989
GL.S.3570, Male mannequin modeling clothing at Einsteins, circa 1989
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GL.S.3571, Male mannequin modeling clothing at Einsteins, circa 1989
GL.S.4018, Window display for Einsteins with Candy Darling Doll, circa 1985
GL.S.4034, Window display for Einsteins with Candy Darling Doll, circa 1985
GL.S.4049, Window display for Einsteins with Candy Darling Doll, circa 1985
GL.S.4048, Window display for Einsteins with Candy Darling Doll, circa 1985
GL.S.4047, Window display for Einsteins with Candy Darling Doll, circa 1985
GL.S.4046, Window display for Einsteins with Candy Darling Doll, circa 1985
GL.S.4045, Window display for Einsteins with Candy Darling Doll, circa 1985
GL.S.4044, Window display for Einsteins with Candy Darling Doll, circa 1985
GL.S.4042, Greer Lankton getting her doll Lutessa ready for a photoshoot at a restaurant, circa 1985
GL.S.4041, Greer Lankton getting her doll Lutessa ready for a photoshoot at a restaurant, circa 1985
GL.S.4039, Window display for Einsteins with Candy Darling Doll, circa 1985
GL.S.4038, Window display for Einsteins with Candy Darling Doll, circa 1985
GL.S.4037, Window display for Einsteins with Candy Darling Doll, circa 1985
GL.S.4036, Window display for Einsteins with Candy Darling Doll, circa 1985
GL.S.4035, Window display for Einsteins with Candy Darling Doll, circa 1985
GL.S.4033, Window display for Einsteins with Candy Darling Doll, circa 1985
GL.S.4019, Window display for Einsteins with Candy Darling Doll, circa 1985
GL.S.4032, Window display for Einsteins with Candy Darling Doll, circa 1985
GL.S.4031, Window display for Einsteins with Candy Darling Doll, circa 1985
GL.S.4030, Window display for Einsteins with Candy Darling Doll, circa 1985
GL.S.4029, Window display for Einsteins with Candy Darling Doll, circa 1985
GL.S.4028, Window display for Einsteins with Candy Darling Doll, circa 1985
GL.S.4027, Window display for Einsteins with Candy Darling Doll, circa 1985
GL.S.4026, Window display for Einsteins with Candy Darling Doll, circa 1985
GL.S.4025, Window display for Einsteins with Candy Darling Doll, circa 1985
GL.S.4024, Window display for Einsteins with Candy Darling Doll, circa 1985
GL.S.4023, Window display for Einsteins with Candy Darling Doll, circa 1985
GL.S.4022, Window display for Einsteins with Candy Darling Doll, circa 1985
GL.S.4020, Window display for Einsteins with Candy Darling Doll, circa 1985
GL.S.4050, Window display for Einsteins with Candy Darling Doll, circa 1985
GL.S.2525, Portrait of doll, Aunt Beyl, in black evening dress and feather boa, holding up cigarette in front of sunset, skyline
backdrop, circa 1990
GL.S.2540, Copy - Portrait of a doll, bald, with a gruff expression, shoulders exposed, circa 1990
GL.S.2553, Photo of the interior of Einsteins, brightly colored, with display cases and counters full of accessories, circa 1990
GL.S.2552, Photo of the interior of Einsteins, brightly colored, with numerous displays of jewlery on the wall and other
accessories, circa 1990
GL.S.2551, Photo of the interior of Einsteins, brightly colored, with numerous displays of handbags and other accessories, circa
1990
GL.S.2549, Copy- Portrait of a doll, bald, with a gruff expression, shoulders and chest exposed, circa 1990
GL.S.2548, Portrait of a doll, bald, with a gruff expression, shoulders and chest exposed, circa 1990
GL.S.2547, Copy - Portrait of a doll, bald, with a gruff expression, shoulders and chest exposed, circa 1990
GL.S.2546, Copy - Portrait of a doll, bald, with a gruff expression, shoulders and chest exposed, circa 1990
GL.S.2545, Portrait of a doll, bald, with a gruff expression, shoulders and chest exposed, circa 1990
GL.S.2544, Portrait of a doll, bald, with a gruff expression, shoulders and chest exposed, circa 1990
GL.S.2543, Portrait of a doll, bald, with a gruff expression, shoulders and chest exposed, circa 1990
GL.S.2542, Copy - Portrait of a doll, bald, with a gruff expression, shoulders exposed, circa 1990
GL.S.2541, Copy - Portrait of a doll, bald, with a gruff expression, shoulders exposed, circa 1990
GL.S.2539, Copy - Portrait of a doll, bald, with a gruff expression, shoulders exposed, circa 1990
GL.S.2526, Portrait of doll, Aunt Beyl, in black evening dress and feather boa, holding up cigarette in front of sunset, skyline
backdrop, circa 1990
GL.S.2538, Copy - Portrait of a doll, bald, with a gruff expression, shoulders exposed, circa 1990
GL.S.2537, Portrait of a doll, bald, with a gruff expression, shoulders exposed, circa 1990
GL.S.2536, Bald doll, very thin, in a low top, holding up a green masquerade mask, circa 1990
GL.S.2535, Bald doll, very thin, in a low top, holding up a masquerade mask, circa 1990
GL.S.2534, Very blurry image of the interior of Einsteins, from the surface of a countertop, circa 1990
GL.S.2533, Very blurry image of the inside of Einsteins, otherwise empty, circa 1990
GL.S.2532, Photo of a handbag made of dark fabric, circa 1990
GL.S.2531, Copy- Photo of a masquerade mask attached to a long purple handle, decorated in teal with butterflies and
rhinestones, circa 1990
GL.S.2530, Photo of a masquerade mask attached to a long purple handle, decorated in teal with butterflies and rhinestones,
circa 1990
GL.S.2529, Handbag hung in front of white background, body made up of orange fabric leaves with a long gold chain strap,
showing reverse side, circa 1990
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GL.S.2528, Handbag hung in front of white background, body made up of orange fabric leaves with a long gold chain strap,
showing reverse side, circa 1990
GL.S.2527, Handbag hung in front of white background, body made up of orange fabric leaves with a long gold chain strap,
circa 1990
GL.S.2554, Photo of the interior of Einsteins with numerous display cases, circa 1990
GL.S.454, Gold Venus figurine and gold picture frames on blue backdrop, circa 1985
GL.S.455, Interior shot of Einsteins, one life-size doll with purple hair and the earring display section in large gold frame
mounted on the wall, circa 1985
GL.S.4218, Einsteins window display with Lady Demoral, circa 1987
GL.S.4267, Unidentified doll with long brown hair, large bust and large tummy, nude, circa 1987
GL.S.4273, Unidentified doll with long brown hair, large bust and large tummy, nude, circa 1987
GL.S.4272, Unidentified doll with long brown hair, large bust and large tummy, nude, circa 1987
GL.S.4271, Unidentified doll with long brown hair, large bust and large tummy, nude, circa 1987
GL.S.4270, Unidentified doll with long brown hair, large bust and large tummy, nude, circa 1987
GL.S.4269, Unidentified doll with long brown hair, large bust and large tummy, nude, circa 1987
GL.S.4268, Unidentified doll with long brown hair, large bust and large tummy, nude, circa 1987
GL.S.4266, Unidentified doll with long brown hair, large bust and large tummy, nude, circa 1987
GL.S.4275, Unidentified Doll and Sissy Satan with London and Big Ben backdrop, circa 1987
GL.S.4265, Unidentified doll with long brown hair, large bust and large tummy, nude, circa 1987
GL.S.4264, Unidentified doll with long brown hair, large bust and large tummy, nude, circa 1987
GL.S.4263, Unidentified doll with long brown hair, large bust and large tummy, nude, circa 1987
GL.S.4262, Unidentified doll with long brown hair, large bust and large tummy, nude, circa 1987
GL.S.4261, Unidentified doll long brown hair, large bust and large tummy, nude, circa 1987
GL.S.4260, Unidentified doll with long brown hair, large bust and large tummy, nude, circa 1987
GL.S.4259, Unidentified doll with long brown hair, large bust and large tummy, nude, circa 1987
GL.S.4274, Unidentified doll with long brown hair, large bust and large tummy, nude, circa 1987
GL.S.4276, Unidentified Doll and Sissy Satan with London and Big Ben backdrop, circa 1987
GL.S.4257, Interior shot of Greer Lankton and Paul Monroe's apartment at the Christadora in New York, 143 Avenue b. #6D,
circa 1987
GL.S.4286, Unidentified Doll with London and Big Ben backdrop, circa 1987
GL.S.4293, Male Angel, Teri Toye and Sissy Satan with London and Big Ben backdrop, circa 1987
GL.S.4292, Male Angel, Teri Toye and Sissy Satan with London and Big Ben backdrop, circa 1987
GL.S.4291, Male Angel, Teri Toye and Sissy Satan with London and Big Ben backdrop, circa 1987
GL.S.4290, Unidentified Doll with London and Big Ben backdrop, circa 1987
GL.S.4289, Unidentified Doll with London and Big Ben backdrop, circa 1987
GL.S.4288, Unidentified Doll with London and Big Ben backdrop, circa 1987
GL.S.4287, Unidentified Doll with London and Big Ben backdrop, circa 1987
GL.S.4285, Unidentified Doll with London and Big Ben backdrop, circa 1987
GL.S.4277, Candy Darling and Male Angel doll with blue sky backdrop, circa 1987
GL.S.4284, Unidentified Doll with Provincial town backdrop, circa 1987
GL.S.4283, Unidentified Doll with London and Big Ben backdrop, circa 1987
GL.S.4282, Unidentified Doll and Sissy Satan with London and Big Ben backdrop, circa 1987
GL.S.4281, Unidentified Doll and Sissy Satan with London and Big Ben backdrop, circa 1987
GL.S.4280, Unidentified Doll with London and Big Ben backdrop, circa 1987
GL.S.4279, Unidentified Doll with London and Big Ben backdrop, circa 1987
GL.S.4278, Candy Darling and Male Angel dolls created by Greer Lankton Lankton with blue sky backdrop, circa 1987
GL.S.4258, Unidentified doll with long brown hair, large bust and large tummy, nude, circa 1987
GL.S.4256, Interior shot of Greer Lankton and Paul Monroe's apartment at the Christadora in New York, 143 Avenue b. #6D,
circa 1987
GL.S.4219, Einsteins window display with Lady Demoral, circa 1987
GL.S.4228, Interior shot of Einsteins with dolls on display, circa 1987
GL.S.4234, Einsteins window display with Lady Demoral, circa 1987
GL.S.4233, Einsteins window display with Lady Demoral, circa 1987
GL.S.4232, Bejeweled carriage , circa 1987
GL.S.4231, Bejeweled carriage , circa 1987
GL.S.4230, Interior shot of Einsteins with dolls on display, circa 1987
GL.S.4229, Interior shot of Einsteins with dolls on display, circa 1987
GL.S.4227, Interior shot of Einsteins with dolls on display, circa 1987
GL.S.4236, Einsteins window display with Lady Demoral, circa 1987
GL.S.4226, Interior shot of Einsteins with dolls on display, circa 1987
GL.S.4225, Einsteins window display with Lady Demoral, circa 1987
GL.S.4224, Einsteins window display with Lady Demoral, circa 1987
GL.S.4223, Einsteins window display with Lady Demoral, circa 1987
GL.S.4222, Einsteins window display with Lady Demoral, circa 1987
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GL.S.4221, Einsteins window display with Lady Demoral, circa 1987
GL.S.4220, Einsteins window display with Lady Demoral, circa 1987
GL.S.4235, Einsteins window display with Lady Demoral, circa 1987
GL.S.4237, Miniature bejeweled carriage, circa 1987
GL.S.4255, Close-up photograph of Greer Lankton with beach backdrop
GL.S.4247, Einsteins window display with Divine, circa 1987
GL.S.4254, Close-up photograph of Greer Lankton with London backdrop
GL.S.4253, Interior shot of Greer Lankton and Paul Monroe's apartment at the Christadora in New York, 143 Avenue b. #6D,
circa 1987
GL.S.4252, Interior shot of Greer Lankton and Paul Monroe's apartment at the Christadora in New York, 143 Avenue b. #6D,
circa 1987
GL.S.4251, Interior shot of Greer Lankton and Paul Monroe's apartment at the Christadora in New York, 143 Avenue b. #6D,
circa 1987
GL.S.4250, Interior shot of Greer Lankton and Paul Monroe's apartment at the Christadora in New York, 143 Avenue b. #6D,
circa 1987
GL.S.4249, Einsteins window display with Divine, circa 1987
GL.S.4248, Einsteins window display with Divine, circa 1987
GL.S.4246, Einsteins window display with Divine, circa 1987
GL.S.4238, Miniature bejeweled carriage, circa 1987
GL.S.4245, Einsteins window display with Divine, circa 1987
GL.S.4244, Einsteins window display with Divine, circa 1987
GL.S.4243, Einsteins window display with Divine, circa 1987
GL.S.4242, Einsteins window display with Divine, circa 1987
GL.S.4241, Einsteins window display with Divine, circa 1987
GL.S.4240, Einsteins window display with Lady Demoral, circa 1987
GL.S.4239, Miniature bejeweled carriage, circa 1987
GL.S.4294, Male Angel, Teri Toye and Sissy Satan with London and Big Ben backdrop, circa 1987
GL.S.1686, Aunt Ruth or Drag Queen in blue skirt, medallion necklace, circa 1980
GL.S.1687, Aunt Ruth or Drag Queen in blue skirt and medallion necklace, circa 1980
GL.S.1688, Aunt Ruth or Drag Queen in blue skirt and medallion necklace, circa 1980
GL.S.1689, Aunt Ruth or Drag Queen in blue skirt and medallion necklace, circa 1980
GL.S.1690, Aunt Ruth or Drag Queen doll in blue skirt and medallion necklace, circa 1980
GL.S.2721, Interior shot of Einsteins boutique, empty, bright colors and patterns, circa 1985
GL.S.2723, Interior shot of Einsteins boutique, empty, bright colors and patterns, circa 1985
GL.S.2724, Interior shot of Einsteins boutique, empty, bright colors and patterns, circa 1985
GL.S.1827, Christmas tree beside a leopard print couch, with red lights and a bride on top, circa 1985
GL.S.1826, Lankton's doll in a long white gown, black cloak and purse, with layers of pearls and delicate makeup, in the window
of Einsteins, circa 1985
GL.S.1825, Doll of Lankton's in the window of Einsteins as part of a complex Christmas themed displa with some pink neon light
and a bull dog statue, circa 1985
GL.S.1824, Doll of Lankton's in the window of Einsteins as part of a complex Christmas themed displa with some pink neon light
and a bull dog statue, circa 1985
GL.S.1823, Doll of Lankton's in the window of Einsteins as part of a complex Christmas themed displa with some pink neon light
and a bull dog statue, circa 1985
GL.S.1822, Doll of Lankton's in the window of Einsteins as part of a complex Christmas themed display with some pink neon
light and a bull dog statue, circa 1985
GL.S.1821, Doll of Lankton's in the window of Einsteins as part of a complex Christmas themed displa with some pink neon light
and a bull dog statue, circa 1985
GL.S.1820, Doll of Lankton's in the window of Einsteins as part of a complex Christmas themed display, circa 1985
GL.S.1819, Display window at Einsteins, with one of Lankton's dolls in a long white gown and cloak with a black purse, white
curtains and mirrors in the background and painted on the glass, with a neon pink chanel logo and bull dog statue, circa 1985
GL.S.1818, Display window at Einsteins, with one of Lankton's dolls in a long white gown and cloak with a black purse, white
curtains and mirrors in the background and painted on the glass, with a neon pink chanel logo and bull dog statue, circa 1985
GL.S.1816, Display window at Einsteins, with one of Lankton's dolls in a long white gown and cloak with a black purse, white
curtains and mirrors in the background with a neon pink chanel logo and bull dog statue, circa 1985
GL.S.1803, Display window at Einsteins, seen from slightly down the street, christmas tree in the window with one of Lankton's
dolls in a long white nightgown and cloak, Einsteins sign wrapped in red lights, snow covering the sidewalk, circa 1985
GL.S.1815, Display window at Einsteins, seen from slightly down the street, christmas tree in the window with one of Lankton's
dolls in a long white nightgown and cloak, white curtrains painted on the glass, white curtains and mirrors in the background and
a neon pink chanel logo, circa 1985
GL.S.1814, Display window at Einsteins, seen from slightly down the street, christmas tree in the window with one of Lankton's
dolls in a long white nightgown and cloak, white curtrains painted on the glass, white curtains and mirrors in the background and
a neon pink chanel logo, circa 1985
GL.S.1813, Display window at Einsteins, seen from slightly down the street, christmas tree in the window with one of Lankton's
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dolls in a long white nightgown and cloak, white curtrains painted on the glass, white curtains and mirrors in the background and
a neon pink chanel logo, circa 1985
GL.S.1812, Display window at Einsteins, seen from slightly down the street, christmas tree in the window with one of Lankton's
dolls in a long white nightgown and cloak, white curtrains painted on the glass, white curtains and mirrors in the background and
a neon pink chanel logo, circa 1985
GL.S.1811, Display window at Einsteins, seen from slightly down the street, christmas tree in the window with one of Lankton's
dolls in a long white nightgown and cloak, white curtrains painted on the glass, white curtains and mirrors in the background,
circa 1985
GL.S.1810, Display window at Einsteins, seen from slightly down the street, christmas tree in the window with one of Lankton's
dolls in a long white nightgown and cloak, white curtrains painted on the glass, circa 1985
GL.S.1809, Display window at Einsteins, seen from slightly down the street, christmas tree in the window with one of Lankton's
dolls in a long white nightgown and cloak, white curtrains painted on the glass, circa 1985
GL.S.1808, Display window at Einsteins, seen from slightly down the street, christmas tree in the window with one of Lankton's
dolls in a long white nightgown and cloak, Einsteins sign wrapped in red lights, snow and car covering the sidewalk, circa 1985
GL.S.1807, Display window at Einsteins, seen from slightly down the street, christmas tree in the window with one of Lankton's
dolls in a long white nightgown and cloak, Einsteins sign wrapped in red lights, snow and car covering the sidewalk, circa 1985
GL.S.1806, Display window at Einsteins, seen from slightly down the street, christmas tree in the window with one of Lankton's
dolls in a long white nightgown and cloak, Einsteins sign wrapped in red lights, snow and car covering the sidewalk, circa 1985
GL.S.1805, Display window at Einsteins, seen from slightly down the street, christmas tree in the window with one of Lankton's
dolls in a long white nightgown and cloak, Einsteins sign wrapped in red lights, snow and car covering the sidewalk, circa 1985
GL.S.1804, Display window at Einsteins, seen from slightly down the street, christmas tree in the window with one of Lankton's
dolls in a long white nightgown and cloak, Einsteins sign wrapped in red lights, snow and car covering the sidewalk, circa 1985
GL.S.1817, Display window at Einsteins, with one of Lankton's dolls in a long white gown and cloak with a black purse, white
curtains and christmas tree in the background, circa 1985
GL.S.1802, Display window at Einsteins, seen from slightly down the street, christmas tree in the window with one of Lankton's
dolls in a long white nightgown and cloak, Einsteins sign wrapped in red lights, snow covering the sidewalk, circa 1985
GL.S.2381, Photo of a doll in a floral dress, with brown hair in an up do and decorated with roses, circa 1990
GL.S.2397, Photo of Grandma doll seated at vanity, phone to her ear, in low, green light, circa 1990
GL.S.2410, Portrait of grandma doll in lace catsuit, talking on the phone at a pink vanity, circa 1990
GL.S.2409, Portrait of grandma doll in lace catsuit, talking on the phone at a pink vanity, circa 1990
GL.S.2408, Portrait of grandma doll in lace catsuit, talking on the phone at a pink vanity, circa 1990
GL.S.2407, Copy- Close up portrait of grandma doll in lace catsuit, talking on the phone at a pink vanity, circa 1990
GL.S.2406, Close up portrait of grandma doll in lace catsuit, talking on the phone at a pink vanity, circa 1990
GL.S.2405, Portrait of grandma doll in lace catsuit, talking on the phone at a pink vanity, circa 1990
GL.S.2404, Close up portrait of grandma doll in lace catsuit, talking on the phone at a pink vanity, circa 1990
GL.S.2403, Close up portrait of grandma doll in lace catsuit, talking on the phone at a pink vanity, circa 1990
GL.S.2402, Close up portrait of grandma doll in lace catsuit, talking on the phone at a pink vanity, circa 1990
GL.S.2401, Close up portrait of grandma doll in lace catsuit, talking on the phone at a pink vanity, circa 1990
GL.S.2400, Photo of Grandma doll seated at vanity, phone to her ear, green light, facing camera, circa 1990
GL.S.2399, Photo of Grandma doll seated at vanity, phone to her ear, green light, facing camera, circa 1990
GL.S.2398, Photo of Grandma doll seated at vanity, phone to her ear, in low, green light, facing camera, circa 1990
GL.S.2396, Photo of Grandma doll seated at vanity, phone to her ear, circa 1990
GL.S.2382, Portrait of a heavy set doll with a pearl necklace and flowers in her hair, circa 1990
GL.S.2395, Photo of Grandma sat on a bed in an elaborated red bedroom and talking on the phone, circa 1990
GL.S.2394, Photo of Grandma sat on a bed in an elaborated red bedroom and talking on the phone, circa 1990
GL.S.2393, Photo of Grandma sat on a bed in an elaborated red bedroom and talking on the phone, circa 1990
GL.S.2392, Photo of Grandma sat on a bed in an elaborated red bedroom and talking on the phone, circa 1990
GL.S.2391, Alternate angle - Grandma doll in elaborte red bedroom, talking n the phone and seate don the bed wearing lace
catsuit, surrounded by pink furniture, circa 1990
GL.S.2390, Grandma doll in elaborte red bedroom, talking n the phone and seate don the bed wearing lace catsuit, surrounded
by pink furniture, circa 1990
GL.S.2389, Grandma doll in elaborte red bedroom, talking on the phone and seate don the bed wearing lace catsuit,
surrounded by pink furniture, circa 1990
GL.S.2388, Grandma doll in elaborte red bedroom, talking on the phone and seate don the bed wearing lace catsuit,
surrounded by pink furniture, circa 1990
GL.S.2387, Portrait of Divine standing in a grey corner, wearing green cropped outfit and yellow wig, circa 1990
GL.S.2386, Dolls Divine and Grandma in a pink bed room, Grandma lying on the bed with her feet up behind her, Divine
standing besides a pink vanity, a large pink up girl poster behind, circa 1990
GL.S.2385, Photo of an older woman doll, seated on a red bed, next to a pink vanity, accompanied by a small orange cat, circa
1990
GL.S.2384, Portrait of a doll of an elegant older woman, wearing lace and pearl necklace, with her hair up, circa 1990
GL.S.2383, Photo of a woman and two children in Einsteins, circa 1990
GL.S.2411, Portrait of grandma doll in lace catsuit, talking on the phone at a pink vanity, circa 1990
GL.S.4736, Greer Lankton Lankton and Paul Monroe at Einsteins, circa 1985
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GL.S.3374, Dispaly with trinkets, circa 1995
GL.S.3375, Display with trinkets, circa 1995
GL.S.3376, Display with trinkets, circa 1995
GL.S.3379, Display with trinkets, circa 1995
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